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ค�ำอธิบำยรำยวิชำเพิ่มเติม

Mastery in Reading 2 กลุ่มสาระการเรียนรู้ภาษาต่างประเทศ

ชั้นมัธยมศึกษาปีที่ 4-6   เวลาเรียน 40 ชั่วโมง จ�านวน 1 หน่วยกิต

 ฝึกทกัษะการอ่านเพือ่จบัใจความส�าคญั วเิคราะห์ความ สรปุความ จากเรือ่งประเภทสารคดแีละบนัเทงิคดี  

ฝึกทักษะการพูดและเขียนเพื่อขอและให้ข้อมูล แสดงความคิดเห็น พร้อมให้เหตุผลและยกตัวอย่างประกอบ  

เกี่ยวกับเรื่องต่างๆ เช่น การสรุปข่าว เหตุการณ์ที่เกิดขึ้นทั้งในระดับท้องถิ่น ระดับภูมิภาค และระดับประเทศได้

อย่างเหมาะสม ใช้ภาษาสื่อสารในสถานการณ์จริง สถานการณ์จ�าลองที่เกิดขึ้นในห้องเรียน และนอกห้องเรียน  

รวมถงึใช้ความรูท้างภาษาในการศกึษาค้นคว้า สืบค้นข้อมูลจากแหล่งการเรยีนรูต่้างๆ เช่น แหล่งข้อมูลสารสนเทศ 

และห้องสมุด 

 เพ่ือให้ผู้เรียนพัฒนาทักษะการวิเคราะห์ และการคิดอย่างมีวิจารณญาณ โดยการตั้งค�าถามและการให้

เหตุผล ตลอดจนเสริมสร้างคุณลักษณะอันพึงประสงค์เพื่อให้ผู้เรียนสามารถใช้ภาษาในการส่ือความหมายใน

สถานการณ์ต่างๆ ได้อย่างคล่องแคล่ว ถูกต้อง และเหมาะสม 

ผลกำรเรียนรู้

 1. จับใจความส�าคัญ วิเคราะห์ความ สรุปความ และแสดงความคิดเห็นจากการอ่านเรื่องที่เป็นสารคดี

  และบันเทิงคดี

 2. พูดและเขียนเพื่อขอและให้ข้อมูล และแสดงความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับเรื่องต่างๆ ข่าว เหตุการณ์ที่อ่าน

  อย่างเหมาะสม

 3. วิเคราะห์และแสดงความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับเหตุการณ์ในท้องถิ่น และสังคม 

 4. ใช้ภาษาสื่อสารในห้องเรียน และสถานศึกษา 

 5. ใช้ภาษาต่างประเทศในการค้นคว้า สืบค้น สรุป และแสดงความคิดเห็นเกี่ยวกับข้อมูลที่ได้จาก

  แหล่งการเรียนรู้ต่างๆ

รวมทั้งหมด 5 ผลกำรเรียนรู้
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PACIFIC OCEAN

Universal Studios 
Hollywood is one 
of the biggest 
theme parks in 
Los Angeles. 
Read all about it 
in Unit 19.

The story of the 
Titanic, which 
sank in the Atlantic 
Ocean in 1912, was 
made into a film in 
1997. Find out how 
the film was made 
in Unit 20.

Do you believe 
in ghosts? Read 
about a haunted 
lighthouse on 
Lake Huron, 
Michigan, in 
Unit 14.

ATLANTIC OCEAN

ATLANTIC OCEAN
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Layne Beachley 
started surfing 
at Sydney’s 
Manly Beach 
when she was 
a child. She 
became one of 
the best surfers 
in the world. 
Read about 
Layne in Unit 7.

The 1976 Winter 
Olympics were 
held in Innsbruck, 
Austria. Read 
about one of the 
most exciting 
events in Unit 8.

One of the most 
dangerous animals 
in Australia is the 
saltwater crocodile. 
Read about one 
woman’s lucky 
escape from a 
crocodile in Unit 2.

INDIAN OCEAN
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1 Alone at sea

Reading
1 Jesse Martin had a dream. He wanted to be the youngest person to sail alone around the 

world. When he sailed from Melbourne, Australia, in December 1998, many people  
thought they would never see him again. His boat was just 10.23 metres long and Jesse 
was only seventeen years old!

2 Jesse spent the next eleven months at sea. Some days he was lonely, but most of the time 
he was too busy to think about being alone. When he wasn’t sailing or fixing the boat, 
he would read books, play his guitar, catch fish, or cook.

3 Jesse had many amazing experiences. One day the boat hit a whale in the water! Both  
Jesse and the whale were very surprised, but luckily the whale wasn’t hurt.

4 One of the most frightening experiences Jesse had was during a storm off the coast of  
South Africa. Huge waves pushed the boat onto its side and water poured into the cabin.  
Terrified, Jesse held onto a rail as the boat was thrown around. Afraid that he would be 
swept into the sea, he crawled into the wet cabin and stayed there until the storm  
stopped.

5 After 329 days at sea, Jesse sailed back into Melbourne’s Port Phillip Bay, where a crowd  
of 25,000 people waited to welcome him home. When asked why he did it, Jesse said, 
‘I think I wanted to prove to myself that anything was possible.’

Before you read
1. Have you ever been sailing on 

a boat?
2. What are some of the dangers of 

sailing a boat at sea?
3. What do you think it would be like  

to sail around the world?
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1 Alone at sea

Vocabulary
A. Complete each sentence with the correct word.

experience     waves     swept     rail     cabin

1.  On a boat, people sleep in the __________.
2.  Meeting the president was the best __________ of my life.
3.  Mrs Benson’s hat was __________ away by the strong wind.
4.  During a storm, the __________ at sea can get very big and dangerous.
5.  Sue held onto the __________ as she walked across the high bridge.

B.  Choose the correct word or phrase with the same meaning as the blue 
words in each sentence.

very frightened     land next to or near the sea     flows quickly
move on their hands and knees     show

1.  Robbie climbed up the tree to prove to his friends that he was brave.
2.  We’re going to the coast for our summer holiday. We’ll go swimming every  

day!
3.  Brenda was terrified during the film. She thought it was very scary.
4.  Before they learn to walk, babies crawl along the floor.
5.  There’s a hole in the roof of the old house, so when it rains, water pours   

in.

In other words
A. What is the main purpose of the passage? Circle 1, 2 or 3.

1.  To tell the story of how Jesse Martin sailed around the world.
2.  To tell the story of how Jesse Martin became interested in sailing.
3.  To explain why Jesse Martin wanted to sail around the world.

B.  Match each heading to the correct paragraph in the passage.

1. Paragraph  ___ A frightening storm.
2. Paragraph  ___ A welcome home.
3. Paragraph  ___ A young man sets out on a brave adventure.
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1 Alone at sea

General understanding
Circle T for true or F for false for each of the following statements.

1. Jesse Martin sailed around the world with his father.   T / F
2. Jesse was at sea for over a year.   T / F
3. Jesse had a lot of things to keep him busy at sea.   T / F
4. Sometimes the ocean was dangerous.   T / F

In detail
Write short answers to the following questions.

1. Where did Jesse Martin start his ocean journey? 
2. What did Jesse take with him to make music? 
3. What kind of sea animal did Jesse’s boat hit? 
4. Where was Jesse’s boat when the storm happened? 
5. How many days did Jesse’s journey take? 

In focus
Read the following facts from the passage. Then read the list of reasons 
for the facts. Match each reason to the correct fact.

1. Jesse Martin sailed around the world alone... 
2. Many people thought they would never see Jesse again...  
3. Most of the time, Jesse didn’t think about being alone... 
4. Jesse stayed in his cabin during the storm...
5. Lots of people were waiting for Jesse at the end of his journey...

a. ...because he was too busy doing things like fixing the boat, catching fish, cooking  
 and reading.
b. ...because he wanted to prove to himself that anything was possible.
c. ...because he was afraid he would be swept into the ocean.
d. ...because he was very young and his boat was very small.
e. ...to welcome him home.

Discussion
Discuss the following questions with a partner or in a group.

1. What is the most amazing thing about Jesse Martin’s story?
2. How do you think Jesse’s parents felt about his trip?
3. What would be the most difficult thing about sailing around the world?
4. Would you like to have an adventure like Jesse’s? Where would you go?
5. What five things would you take with you on your trip? Why?

b
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1 Alone at sea

Taking you further

Other sea adventures
•	 	In	2001	a	British	man	named	Jim	Shekhdar	rowed	alone	across	the	Pacific	Ocean	from	Peru,	

in	South	America,	to	Australia.	The	14,500-kilometre	journey	took	him	nine	months	to	finish.

•	 	And	in	2002	a	British	woman,	Debra	Veal,	rowed	alone	in	a	boat	across	the	Atlantic	Ocean.	

She	started	from	Tenerife,	in	the	Canary	Islands,	and	finished	her	5,000-kilometre	journey	in	

Barbados,	in	the	West	Indies.	It	took	her	111	days.

•	 	Both	Shekhdar	and	Veal	said	that	they	were	worried	about	sharks	at	sea.	But	they	said	the	

worst	danger	was	from	big	ships	that	could	not	see	their	small	boats.

Some more facts about Jesse Martin’s adventure
•	 	Jesse	said	that	his	favourite	meal	at	sea	was	cheese	and	biscuits	with	iced	coffee.
•	 	He	listened	to	CDs	including	Pearl	Jam,	Enya	and	Dire	Straits.
•	 	At	night	he	would	set	his	alarm	clock	to	wake	him	up	every	hour	so	he	could	check	that	

everything	was	okay.

•	 	Jesse	took	a	video	camera	with	him	and	made	a	video	of	his	adventure.

Wordsearch
There are ten words from the reading passages hidden in the box below. 
You will find them written across or down. Find the words, and then 
write them next to the correct meanings below. 

1.  The largest ocean in the world.  __ __ __ __ __ __ __

2.   A large sea animal. (Jesse’s boat hit one.)  __ __ __ __ __

3.   Dangerous weather for anyone in a boat.  __ __ __ __ __

4.   These can be huge when there are strong winds at sea.  

  __ __ __ __ __ 

5.  A dangerous sea animal.  __ __ __ __ __

6.   The ocean between America and Europe.  

  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

7.  You can catch these and eat them.  __ __ __ __

8.  By yourself; with nobody else.  __ __ __ __ __

9.   The place where you sleep on a boat. __ __ __ __ __

10.   Not dry.  __ __ __

P   a    c    i    f    i   c

a x p w h a l e
t v a c a b i n
l s c w f i s h
a t i a l o n e
n o f v k w w s
t r i e r e f v
i m c s f t l e
c z z s h a r k



2 Crocodile attack
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Reading
1 Val Plumwood was exploring a river in Kakadu National Park in northern Australia. As 

her canoe went round a bend, she saw a stick in the water. When she got closer she saw 
that the stick had eyes – golden eyes. It was a crocodile!

2 Val tried to turn the canoe away but the crocodile hit it hard. Over and over again it hit 
the canoe. The bank of the river was very steep, so Val tried to jump into a tree. When 
she jumped, the crocodile grabbed her with its jaws and pulled her under the water.

3 Crocodiles kill an animal by rolling it around under the water until it becomes weak. 
This is called the ‘death roll’. They then hold the animal under the water until it drowns. 
The crocodile rolled Val around and around. Her head came out of the water and she 
took a deep breath, but the crocodile pulled her under again. After a second death 
roll, Val felt the crocodile’s jaws relax. She grabbed a branch of the tree, but again the 
crocodile grabbed her and pulled her under. After a third death roll, Val pulled herself 
free and threw herself up the steep bank. At first she kept falling back towards the 
crocodile, but at last she was able to pull herself to the top of the bank.

4 Four hours later she was found and taken to hospital. She was badly hurt, but alive!

Before you read
1. Have you ever seen a crocodile? 
 In what parts of the world do they 

live?
2. What do you think of crocodiles? 

Are you scared of them?
3. Have you ever heard stories of 

crocodiles attacking people?
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Vocabulary
A. Complete each sentence with the correct word.

relax     jaws     grabbed     canoe     steep

1. A shark has huge ____________ with lots of sharp teeth.
2. Steve loves taking his ____________ out on the lake.
3. Matt ____________ the ball with both hands and ran as fast as he could.
4. That mountain is very ____________, so it’s difficult to climb.
5. After a busy day at work, Annie likes to lie down and ____________.

B. Choose the correct word or phrase with the same meaning as the blue 
words in each sentence.

curve     side     piece of wood     look around and find new things 
died in the water

1. Mrs Brown sat on the river bank watching her children swimming.
2. When the ship Titanic sank, a lot of people drowned.
3. When I throw a stick for my dog Rex, he runs after it and brings it back.
4. When you arrive in a new city, it’s nice to walk around and explore it.
5. There’s a bend in the road ahead. Follow it around to the left and you’ll 

find the post office.

In other words
A. What is the main purpose of the passage? Circle 1, 2 or 3.

1. To explain how dangerous crocodiles can be.
2. To describe how Val Plumwood felt when she was attacked by a crocodile.
3. To tell the story of how Val Plumwood survived a crocodile attack.

B. Match each heading to the correct paragraph in the passage.

1. Paragraph ___ Val finally escapes from the crocodile.
2. Paragraph ___ Val Plumwood sees a crocodile.
3. Paragraph ___ Crocodile attack!

2 Crocodile attack
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General understanding
Circle T for true or F for false for each of the following statements.

1. A crocodile hit Val Plumwood’s canoe on a river in Australia.   T / F
2. Val easily escaped from the crocodile.    T / F
3. Crocodiles kill an animal by biting it into small pieces.    T / F
4. Val was badly hurt by the crocodile.    T / F

In detail
Write short answers to the following questions.

1. When Val first saw the crocodile, what did she think it was? 

2. What happens to an animal when a crocodile holds it under the water? 

3. How many times did the crocodile roll Val around in a ‘death roll’? 

4. How long after the attack was Val found? 
5. Where was Val taken after she was found? 

In focus
Put the following sentences in the correct order. Number them from  
1 to 6.

a. ___  Val tried to jump into a tree.
b. ___  The crocodile pulled Val underwater in a ‘death roll’ three times.
c.  ___  Val Plumwood was exploring a river in her canoe.
d. ___  Val finally escaped by pulling herself to the top of the river bank.
e.  ___  The crocodile grabbed her.
f.  ___  A crocodile hit her canoe.

Discussion
Discuss the following questions with a partner or in a group.

1. How would you describe a person like Val Plumwood?
2. Would you ever go exploring in a wilderness area by yourself?
3. What would be some of the dangers involved?
4. Have you or anyone you know ever been attacked by an animal? Please 

describe.
5. What do you think is the key to surviving an attack by a wild animal?

2 Crocodile attack
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True or false?
Read these sentences about crocodiles. Do you think they are true or 
false? Tick the boxes. 

 1. Crocodiles can stay underwater for 15 minutes.

 2. Crocodiles can grow to over 5 metres long.

 3. Crocodiles like eating people.

 4. Crocodiles eat other crocodiles.

 5. Crocodiles can live for 200 years.

Taking you further

True      False

Darwin, aUsTralia: 8 febrUarY 2000

Eight-year-old Martina Harrington 

was walking by a river with her family 

yesterday, when a crocodile grabbed 

her and pulled her into the water.  Her 

quick-thinking brother Paul, aged five, 

grabbed the crocodile by the tail.  The 

crocodile then threw up its head to see 

what was holding it, and as it did this it 

opened its mouth.  This gave Martina the 

chance to escape from the crocodile’s jaws.

The children’s father then killed the 

crocodile with an axe. ‘Paul was very 

brave,’ said a local police officer, ‘and 

Martina was very lucky.’

GIrL SAVeD FroM crocoDILe’S JAWS!

2 Crocodile attack
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3 The great escape

Reading
1 Butch and Sundance crawled under the fence and jumped into the river. It was the middle of 

winter and the water was as cold as ice. Quickly they swam to the other side, climbed out and 
ran into the woods. They were safe – for now.

2 In January 1998 two pigs escaped from an abattoir 150 kilometres west of London. The 
pigs were going to be killed for meat. For almost a week, they hid in the woods around 
the town of Malmesbury. Journalists who reported the story named the pigs Butch 
Cassidy and the Sundance Pig.

3 When the local police began to look for the pigs, journalists from all over the country 
joined them. Soon people everywhere were reading about the adventures of Butch and 
Sundance with great interest. The owner of the pigs said that if they were found, he 
would sell them to anyone who would give them a home. A number of newspapers tried 
to buy the pigs, and eventually The Daily Mail paid a lot of money for them.

4 One rainy night, six days after the escape, a journalist from The Daily Mail and some 
people from the town found Butch in the woods. They caught her and put her in a cage. 
The next day, Sundance was caught too. The police used dogs to chase him from his 
hiding place into a garden.

5 The pigs were sent to a zoo. They were no longer free, but they were alive!

Before you read
1. Do you like pigs? Where do they 

usually live?
2. Do you agree with animals being 

killed for meat?
3. Have you read any stories or seen 

any films about animals having 
adventures?
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Vocabulary
A. Complete each sentence with the correct word.

cage     fence     local     abattoir     owner

1. Samantha has a small bird. She keeps it in a __________ by the window.
2. The place where animals are killed for meat is called an __________.
3. The __________ of a dog should make sure it has enough food and water.
4. The __________ people are usually friendly to people who visit this area.
5. Farmer Giles has put up a __________ to keep his cows away from his 

vegetables.

B. Choose the correct word or phrase with the same meaning as the blue 
words in each sentence.

finally wrote about forest reporters
ran after him and made him out

1. There was a crowd of journalists around Madonna, all asking her questions.
2. Jamie looked for his keys and eventually found them under his bed.
3. It’s easy to get lost in the woods. There are lots of trees, and it’s quite dark.
4. Gerry reported the football match for his school newspaper.
5. The police dogs chased the criminal from the building.

In other words
A. What is the main purpose of the passage? Circle 1, 2 or 3.

1. To tell the story of two pigs that escaped from an abattoir.
2. To tell the story of a film about two pigs.
3. To describe what happens to pigs before they are killed for meat.

B. Match each heading to the correct paragraph in the passage.

1. Paragraph  ___ Butch and Sundance are found.
2. Paragraph ___ Butch and Sundance become famous.
3. Paragraph ___ Escape on a cold winter’s night.

3 The great escape
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